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earth have to face. Our two difficulties may be briefly
descubed thus : Firstly, other competitors have got the
start of us; and secondly, we are unfairly handicapped in the
race."
The first difficulty he had described in detail in his
earlier writings. Quoting the British historian H. H. Wilson
he summed up the early history of British rule in India
by pointing out that "the British manufacturer employed
the arms of political injustice to keep down, and ultimately
strangle*, a competitor with whom he could not have con-
tended on equal terms." But, he stated, "Gentlemen, we
will not consent to see our country made a land of raw
produce, or a dumping ground for the manufactures of
other nations. I do not believe a country can permanently
prosper by agriculture alone any more than a country can
prosper by manufactures alone; the two must thrive side by
side to give employment to the population of a country." In
making up for lost ground and in developing industries
afresh, however, India was faced, Romesh Dutt pointed out,
with unusual difficulties. In the first place, conditions in
India are not favourable to accumulation of capital," for
capital can be accumulated only out of savings, and the power
to save presumes a surplus over the immediate needs of con-
sumption. The growing poverty of the country left little
margin for such surplus. "Our land is more heavily taxed
than it is in England or America or Japan," Romesh Dutt
lamented, "and the land-tax in most Provinces is enhanced
at each recurring settlement. Our revenue is not all spent in
India, a large portion of it is remitted for Home Charges year
after year. And the highest and most lucrative appoint-
ments in the Empire are not open to us. All these facts
tell against the accumulation of capital needed for large
enterprises, and our moneyed men are poor compared to

